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imtl 10', or the s investigated. tht TH signal startd
Xrow expisntlally. with time It. 4)

Eficient W*Mod-1har11MonC generatin (StAG) has been
observed In optical fibres.%The most slinificanit part or this
Observation is (hat thc Amount *I.SH light Is very small to
begin with (due to the Amorphous nature of glass) but with
time, as the fibre is illuminated with inltense laser light at
4 w1O6pm, the S1t signal 3rows. What is believed to happen
during this 'preparation stage Is that a periodic xl~ nonlin.
cthfiy is established Inthe fibre. The periodicity is Important
for phase-matching. A good review of SIMG in optical fibres
can be found In Rcfcrcnzc 2.1%ticroscopically what is going on
during the preparation is still very unclear. In this lettr it isI-o
reported that for optical fibres which show tfficient SIMG
occasionally the thlrd-1ha'roliC (11) Signal can SrOW eXpo.
nenllily with time at the expense of the S)I Signal.
Our experimetnts were performed with a Q-swithcd
(12001z) and mode-locked (76011,1z) Nd: YAG liter
(Quantronix 416). Peak powers between I and 20kW were
launched into the optical fibre. The fibre used had a core
diameter of d1= S'3jum, A -30-0037 and a 1-3 1111% phosphor.
ous content in the Cort And cladding. The MIR dopant in the
core was GeO..SsinlInfbe
Optical fibre lengths or 5S3c-cm were se.The output of
the fibre was direcd Into
-Iichromator (Jarel..Ash,
model 324991 in coniuneWir
an Optical mutichannel
an3lyser (ONIA) (ECG.G mvL 'AC.14WQ and a detector
1420 with an intensified incar Fho:tlodc army). A typical
spectrum isdisplayed in Fig. I. To exwclude any contribution
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from the strong infra-rcd (IR) light at AL
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and :r120%' transmission
transmi~ion for 4 - 0S532pm (2wu)
for A- 0-353jpm (3w). A spectrum such as the one in Fig. I
was recorded with an integration time of 2s, a sensitivity or
=15phoonsicount and a spectral resolution of zt 6A. The
peak around 420pmn is belitved to be due to 0wrsec from
the TB signal; this peak has been observed by othtrs.)
Ito.measuremcrts
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nial, oweith time cswe
the
nTa wit tied the SH sin rew
slintear grwhe
nd Pthe
TM Ini wae hstarte
sgwlpenv to gro
tially with time. The saturation leve (or the TH signal was
comparable to the saturation level for the SH signal 'rV this
particular length o~f ibre.
TB signal grew to uPProximately 60 times its Original
value. This inecse -An be due to growth of the real part of
ihe third-ordtr sukceptibility. In increase of the cohetrece
length or both. lIfthe Increase could tt solely accounted to, by
jin increase in the third-order Susceptibility- an increase Or a
factor of I I in the apectraiI Width of the forndametal beam
ihiald be detected, assuming X11() W"-W.1) V1"~3W. w,
w, is)) Improving our spectral reolution to :g I we could
detect no change in spectral width of the fundamental beam
before and nfter the growth of the TH signal. Obviously, more
have to be performed before It is known what
causes the TH Signal to SrOWIn conclusion. we report a 60 times increase of the TB
signal with time in an optical glass fibre.
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